Open Call for theatre schools and Boal's technique Artists for the 13rd edition of Meeting of Theatre Schools - Ret Colombia, will be between October 16th and 19th at Bogota, Colombia. This year’s subject is The actor as a producer of himself.

Academic part:
A) Forums and discussions about social condition of artist, their training and education, the laws that affect the profession, management and futures challenges for actors.
B) Discussion board:
- Teachers will work at project of Research magazine and planning the III Coloquio Internacional de escuelas de teatro.
- Students will evaluate the meeting, and propose topics for the next year.

Practical part:
Each afternoon there will be scenic exercises related to the topic of the day, guided by an expert in Boal's technique. The workshops groups will be composed of a maximum of 20 students from different institutions. Each exercise will last a maximum of 10 minutes.

The hosting (bed and full board) is provided for national and international institutions outside of Bogota. But, the travel expenses to Bogota will be paid by your institution.

We would be honored and delighted by your attendance. We look forward to hearing from you soon. Each institution can participate with two students and one teacher. For more information retcolombiaofficial@gmail.com